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-t. The Practice. 

C\)\'ict-19 wns declared as a Pandemic. .Medical Facilities were in 

:ldl'qllntl'. The-re were many misapprehension and prejudices about Covid-19 in 

1hc St)fil'ty. r\s a moral and Social responsibility , the teachers of our college 

had willingly decided to help the government to create social a,vareness about 

C\)\'ict-19 in the- society. To begin the task, the consent of local administration 

\\':ls t:1kc-n :rnd under its supervision the teachers Yisited the small village 

\V:rn_iari. Tndumari. And Baggi-Akoli of Kelapur Tahsil. They arranged the 

llll'l'ling of villagers and counsded them and remoYe the fear about Vaccination 

:ls thcY were bias about it. In this way ·we motivated the Yillagers to get 

\ nccinmc-d. 

As Teachers are an intrical part of the society , national responsibility , 

duties. social values and obligation are included in the curriculum of Higher 

Education . So as a social Obligation all teachers of our college willingly co

operated the local administration in the task of vaccination programme ,:vhich 

,:vas carried out in the villages of Kelapur Tahsil. 

Lack of means of n·ansportation legal power to control the people ,;vere 

the challenges before the teachers. In spite of it, the teacher cordially 

Communicated with the villagers and convinced them the importance of 

Vaccination, Use of mask . Social distancing and importance of health and 

hygine. 
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5. Evidence of Success 
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At the beginning there were many rumors, misunderstanding and biases 

in the mind of people. And this was biggest challenge for the teachers, first of 

all they council them to remove the fear of covid-19 from the society. They tried 

to maintain the social distance and narrated the importance of cleanliness, health 

and hygiene. As a result of it, the people started testing of Covid-19 and the 

percentage of the test went on increasing day by day. In this way, we helped the 

local administration in controlling the contagious disease. 

6. Problem Encountered and Resources Required 

In this task we got cooperation and assistance from the local 

administration , Head of Grampanchayat , Talathi. Primary Health Centre, 

Aasha workers ad school authority of Z. P. School. Due to such a team efforts 

and cooperation of many government agencies and department we could work 

in this adverse situation and the villages willingly participated in the task. 

In this way, despite of many biases and fear of Covid-19 at the beginning, 

the teachers of Social science departmental of our college counseled the villages 

and inspired them for vaccination. As a result of it, the percentage of 

vaccination went on increasing day by day. By working in such a adverse 

situation the teachers of our college performed the duty of social obligation. 
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